CHAPTER XX
the daghistan campaign
for nearly two months Nadir remained in Mashhad, which he now
unquestionably regarded as his capital1 ; with the great extension of his
empire eastwards, it was far more centrally situated than Isfahan, and it
was, moreover, the chief city of his own province of Khurasan. Further-
more, Mashhad was freer from Safavi associations than Isfahan was. For
some time past, Nadir had been at pains to add to the importance of the
city, and it was at this time in a very flourishing condition ; it has been
estimated that it then contained 60,000 houses and between 200,000
and 300,000 inhabitants.8 George Thompson, who arrived there from
Bukhara in September, 1741, stated8:
" in time of peace it is. a place of great trade, caravans are employed daily from
Bokhara, Balkh, Biddukhshan, Kandahar, and India; as well as from all parts of
Persia. The Bazars, or market-places, are large and well Irailt, filled with rich
merchandize, and frequented by great numbers of people of different nations. There
are computed about ninety caravanserais in this city, all in good repair. Great
numbers of people were sent hither by Nadir Shah from all parts of Persia, as well as
from the new-conquered dominions; and all other means used to make it a flourish-
ing city."
On this occasion Nadir, notwithstanding his anti-Shi'a policy, did much
to embellish the shrine of the Imam Rida ; amongst his gifts to it were
a number of silken carpets and fourteen lamps of the purest gold (famam~i-
'iyar)* In the courtyard of the Safrn he erected a fountain made of a
solid block of white marble some three feet high and eighteen feet in
circumference. According to a story in the Glory of the Shia WM*
he arranged with a contractor for the block of stone to be brought from
Herat in twelve days. The man succeeded in bringing the block in
nine days and went to the Shah to announce the fact, hoping to be lavishly
1 Although Mashhad was Nadir's favourite city, he was not content even there; he always
chafed when compelled by the exigencies of state affairs to spend his tome in cities. As
Muhammad Mahdi ibn Muhammad Rida has well put it: " In truth, the real capital of
his "empire was the seat of a saddle aid the back of a horse "; see his Nitf<4-fak*# fi
Ta'rikh-i-I§fahan, fol. 193 (a); the Persian wording is:
walakin dar haqiqat daru'$-$altaital4-ii khanoryi-tin w pu$U4~a$p twd.
•See Malcolm, Vol. II, p. 218 and G. Strata-Bauer's Mescktei; *»** Stodt bcvt am Vatofani
Iran (Leipzig, 1937), P* I4°*
1 Thompson's Journal, in Hanway, VoL I, pp. 356 and 357.
*JOT«, p. 572.
*Sykes (Sir P. M,) and Bahadur Afrmad Din Khany London, 1910, p. 248*

